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Upcoming shows in February and March
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Stage One

Main Stage

February 9 & 10

March 8-10 & 15-17

Stage One presents Into the Woods, JR
Directed by Charity Hawkins and Chastity Hinshaw

Children Will Listen
The cast of Into the Woods JR. has been challenged to take some of the most popular fairy tales ever written and
bring them to life on the RCT stage. To better prepare our cast for this endeavor, we organized an opportunity for
them to serve our community and familiarize themselves with a few of these timeless fairy tales. We partnered with
Kristen Kirk, the Youth Services Librarian at Morrisson-Reeves Library, to participate in their Evening Storytime
Event on Wednesday, January 9th. We enjoyed an evening of hands-on discovery with youth ages 2 to 5 years old.
We were able to introduce our young audience to some fine pieces of literary work through reading, singing, and
gross motor skills activities. Our added bonus was being able to introduce them to the world of Stage One Youth
Theatre. Perhaps, we will have inspired some of them to be future thespians!
Children Will See
During our production of Into the Woods JR., Jack and Jack’s Mother work hard to make sure that they do not go
hungry. Our cast was inspired by the selfless acts of these characters to organize a food drive during the run-time
of our production. We will be working with Eric Weiss, the Director of Circle U Help Center, to collect nonperishable items, i.e., canned goods, boxed goods, paper goods, etc. We are proud for the Stage One Youth Theatre
kids to serve our community in this way!
The cast and crew are excited to share Stephen Sondheim’s Into the Woods JR. with our community! Our two
student performances are scheduled for Friday, February 8th, and our regular performances are scheduled for 7
pm on Saturday, February 9th, and 2 pm on Sunday, February 10th. We look forward for the opportunity to meet
you a little farther Into the Woods!
Charity Hawkins, co-director

More Upcoming Onstage & Radio Shows in April, May & July
Stage One Robin Hood and the Heroes of Sherwood Forest
RadioWorks
Main Stage
RadioWorks

Alice in Wonderland
Leading Ladies
The Scarlet Pimpernel

April 13 & 14
directed by Leslie Bolser

May 5 (Part 1) & May 12 (Part 2) on WECI at 5pm
directed by Cole Baxter
May 10-11 & 17-19
directed by Becky Jewison
July 7, 14 & 21 on WECI at 5pm
directed by Rachel Phenis

Announcing a New Position at RCT: Executive Director
I’m excited to announce that RCT has posted a position for an Executive Director, who will focus on fundraising
and the day-to-day administrative management of RCT and will enable us to continue to grow and serve our
community in new ways. Our Board began the journey of preparing for this role in November 2017. We’ve been
investigating and seeking counsel from inside and outside the organization. We are seeking an individual with a
relevant degree and experience. The job description, qualifications, and method for applying are posted on our
website’s blog. If as a member or volunteer you have questions about these changes, please feel free to reach out to
me.
Jason Blunk, RCT Board President

Faces of RCT
Phil Baisley - Propmaster Extraordinaire
Phil began first at RCT onstage in 2005’s Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat,
and soon after that in The Diary of Anne Frank. That got him hooked, and he continued
to be involved onstage. Ruthanne Munger first asked him to do props for The Laramie
Project, but it was later when he worked with her on props for The Nerd that he discovered
one of the joys of being the propmaster: “It’s creative in a different kind of way than
acting. I had to shop around to find the right glassware to make the right sound in a
crash. I had to find the right consistency of mud. It’s visual and auditory creativity that I
hadn’t done before.” Joining Ruthanne again to do props for Les Miserables and with the
assistance of his wife, Jen Brokamp, he discovered another joy: prop making - to be able
to put together random bits to make a realistic and usable object. Other joys include:
the exhilaration of the search and finding just what is needed, designing and creating
special effects, and supervising it all backstage. “If you like to see creative ideas brought
to life, “ says Phil, “props is the place for you.”

Are you a natural props person? You might be!

Do you have a creative bent; or are you bent creatively? Are you crafty or maybe a little shifty? Are you the kind of
person of whom folks say, “Well, they’re kind of weird, but they get the job done.” If so, you were born to be a props
person. Props people have one or more of the following characteristics.
1) They are creative. They can read a script or look at a props list and think how they might make things
like exploding bluebirds, opium pipes, or dancing rats. Then they go out and do it.
2) They are resourceful. They walk through flea markets and thrift shops thinking how that knick-knack
or those utensils can become part of a show.
3) They can make stuff work and keep it working. One of the most rewarding parts of props work is
standing backstage, surrounded by things you’ve made or found, and watching intently as everything
comes together. It’s also knowing how to fix it when things go wrong. This is live theater, and things
always go wrong.
You don’t have to have all those traits to work with theatrical properties (our fancy name). If you have one of them,
you’re qualified. Oh, and you also need the greatest of abilities: availability. Please see our Props Chair, Phil Baisley,
if you’d like to join our props crew.

RCT HISTORY
The theatre was built with every modern feature available; it was constructed as near to fireproof as possible.
Along with the many exits, there were two fire curtains. One was a heavy painted curtain depicting a
mountain scene with a small lake, old ruins, and a flock of sheep. The other curtain was a water curtain that
actually contained water. It had wax plugs designed to melt in case of a fire on the stage. The water would
then cascade down in a sheet between the audience and the stage.

This newsletter is yours! Please contribute an article or suggestion!
We gladly accept articles, photos, and suggestions from our patrons, volunteers, and
members. Please write an article about your show, your volunteer work, how much you love
RCT, etc. - do include photos.
The next newsletter will be printed in April/May. Get articles in by end of March. Email
them to newsletter@goRCT.org (in the body of the newsletter or in a Word document please no PDFs). If you prefer to write it out, please get it to Bonnie in the RCT office.

Coming up on Sunday evenings on radio in March:
in collaboration with Earlham College presents:

The WECI 91.5FM radio broadcast of

King Lear

the classic Shakespeare play with a new twist

Directed by Matthew Socey

March 3, 10 & 17 at 5 pm

More broadcast information at www.goRCT.org/RadioWorks

Auditions for Richmond Radioworks’ Production of
The Scarlet Pimpernel Are Coming Soon
“They seek him here, they seek him there.
Those Frenchies seek him everywhere.
Is he in heaven? Is he in hell?
That demmed elusive Pimpernel?”
This poem describes the title character of Richmond Radioworks’ next production, The Scarlet Pimpernel.
Created by Baroness Orczy in 1903 and brought to life by Sir Leslie Howard in 1934, the Scarlet Pimpernel was a
chivalrous Englishman who used his wits and skill with a sword to stem the tide of blood unleashed by the Reign of
Terror. Hiding behind the façade of a cowardly fop in England, Sir Percy Blakeney uses the identity of the Scarlet
Pimpernel to rescue the French nobility from the blade of the guillotine and smuggle them back to England.
With the exception of a small group of men known as the League of the Scarlet Pimpernel, no one knows the true
identity of the Scarlet Pimpernel including his wife, Marguerite.
According to director, Rachel Phenis, The Scarlet Pimpernel is more than a simple swashbuckler. “The Scarlet
Pimpernel set the stage for the Marvel and DC comic heroes who are so popular today. It was the first story that
involved a hero with a secret identity. Without the Scarlet Pimpernel, there would be no Zorro, Superman, or
Batman.”
Phenis also says that the story is as romantic as it is adventurous. “Although the Scarlet Pimpernel’s exploits in
France are important to the story, the relationship between Percy Blakeney and his wife, Marguerite, is its crux.
They are a young couple, who love each other deeply, but have had a wedge driven between them as a result of
a misunderstanding. Through the course of the play, the two have to address that misunderstanding, show the
depths of their love for each other, and move towards reconciliation. It’s quite a tender story.”
Auditions for The Scarlet Pimpernel will be held on March 17th at 6:00 pm in the upstairs rehearsal room at RCT.
There are 24 roles available in this show for ages 14 and up. Audition material will be available at RCT and on the
RCT and Richmond Radioworks Facebook pages.

Please let us know - we need your input
Do you like the return of the Stage Door newsletter?

As we continue to gauge the effectiveness of a return to a newsletter, please let us know what you are thinking and
how you are using this newsletter. Some questions to consider:
Have you seen the digital newsletter/read it?
What is the best way to reach you with information about RCT? Would you rather get individual articles emailed
to you with titles that tell you what the article is going to be about instead of a whole newsletter?
What kind of news/articles do you want to see? What are your thoughts about what you have seen so far?
How do you want the newsletter to look? What kind of format - printed or electronic?
Would you like to contribute articles or photos to the newsletter?
What other comments/suggestions do you have?
We will use the feedback we get to decide the future course of The Stage Door. If you want to keep seeing it, let
us know. Please email your comments to newsletter@goRCT.org. You could also send or give written answers to
Bonnie in the RCT office.
We need and appreciate your input as we continue to find the best ways to reach out to our community!

Upcoming Stage Auditions

Get more Info: www.goRCT.org/auditions

Stage One

Auditions: Sun., Feb. 10, 5-6 pm Grades 2-5
6-7:30 pm Gr. 6 & up
Mon., Feb. 11, 5-6 pm Grades 2-5
6-7:30 pm Gr. 6 & up
Show Dates: Apr. 12-14, 2019
Director: Leslie Bolser

Main Stage

Auditions: Sun., Feb. 24, 6:30 pm
Mon., Feb. 25, 6:30 pm
Show Dates: May 10-11 & 17-19, 2019
Director: Becky Jewison

Comment and contribute articles to The Stage Door at newsletter@goRCT.org
Editor & Newsletter Graphic Designer: Robyn Zitnick
Contributing Writers: Phil Baisley, Jason Blunk, Charity Hawkins,
Paul Jordan, Rachel Phenis, Robyn Zitnick
Contributing Photographer: Robyn Zitnick
RCT & Show Icons Graphic Designer: Carvin Rinehart

